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Modeling and Matching Digital Data Marketplace Policies

Abstract—Recently, Digital Data Marketplaces (DDMs) are gaining wide attention as a sharing platform among different organizations. That is due to the fact that sharing the information and participating in research collaborations play an important role in addressing multiple scientific challenges. To increase trust among participating organizations multiple contracts and agreements should be established in order to determine regulations and policies about who has access to what. Describing these agreements in a general model to be applicable in different DDMs is of utmost importance. In this paper, we present a semantic model for describing the access policies by means of semantic web technologies. In particular, we use and extend the Open Digital Rights Language (ODRL) to describe the pre-established agreements in a DDM.

Index Terms—Digital Data Marketplaces, Sharing policies, Semantic modeling, ODRL, Archetype

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, digital collaboration and data sharing among different scientific and commercial organizations have become a substantially interesting concept. There are a lot of organizations willing to share their data with other parties in sharing platforms to address different scientific challenges by analyzing the shared data [1], [2]. These platforms are called digital data marketplaces (DDMs). In fact, sharing the data with different parties offers long-term benefits for the cooperating organizations [2]. This cooperation among organizations can occur in diverse domains, such as medical, financial, and scientific services. In most cases, the shared data is used for computational and mining processes to take advantage of the generated results. Therefore, the participating organizations in DDMs are willing to use both shared information and shared computational applications. For example, in a medical system in which the healthcare providers want to find the relationship between patient and disease characteristics, the best way is using a shared computational algorithm to analyze the patients’ data and medical records and then finding the relationship utilizing the results.

Digital data marketplaces provide a distributed alternative to data silos run by a small number of large organizations. In a distributed system, control over data is kept with the owner or subject of the data, which benefits privacy and reduces market-distorting monopolies. Accordingly, providing a data sharing platform among different participating parties is of paramount importance. However, there are still some challenges about the methods of bringing required trust and security in DDMs as sharing environments [3], [4]. This denotes the importance of arranging appropriate sharing policies in the platform so that digital collaboration becomes possible. By describing and then implementing these policies, the parties can be sure that only the authorized organizations can access their data and this will increase trust in DDMs.

Sharing policies are based on pre-established agreements between participating organizations, for example a GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation) data processing agreement. They determine permission and prohibition access rules related to a specific object in a specific location. The first major step for bringing a secure data sharing platform is describing these rules and regulations in an efficient way. A full description will make the rules more clear and then implementing them in the infrastructure would be more straight-forward.

In the SecConNet project1, we want to build a data sharing platform to support automatic handling users’ requests. We do this by means of Semantic Web technologies. In particular, we use and extend the Open Digital Rights Language (ODRL) [5] to describe the pre-established agreements between participating organizations and to model users’ requests.

In this paper, we present:

1) A generic semantic model that leverages the ODRL ontology and extends it specifically for data sharing

---

1https://www.esciencecenter.nl/project/seccomet
applications in DDMs.

2) The deployment of the semantic model to automatic handling of users’ requests in the data sharing platform.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we present background about the methods of setting up secure data sharing platforms. DDMs architecture will be explained in section III. Then the semantic model and ODRL ontology will be described in section IV, following by representing the matching module in section V. Finally, the paper will be concluded in section VIII.

II. DIGITAL DATA MARKETPLACE PLATFORM

With the development of digital data sharing, providing an efficient and secure data sharing platform is a fundamental requirement. There have been intensive efforts for setting up a high-performance infrastructure so that sharing the data among different parties becomes possible. Fig. 1, shows the general architecture of data sharing platforms. The marketplace infrastructure is built based on the agreement which is held between algorithm suppliers, data suppliers, and customers. The agreement can be presented in different deployment models and then it has to be implemented in the marketplace infrastructure. In addition, several other factors like authorization, auditing, and accounting should be taken into consideration. In the remainder of this section, we summarize related projects which aimed to build data sharing platforms for scientific and commercial collaborations. All of these projects are launched in the Netherlands:

Data Logistics for Logistics Data (DL4LD) [6] is going to provide an effective solution that allows organizations to agree on how data is shared and exchanged along with deploying a controllable, enforceable, and goal-oriented method. The project is based on the architecture shown in Fig. 1. It shows different components including agreement, deployment models, suppliers of digital resources, and customers. As depicted in Fig. 1, the agreement must be deployed and mapped on the infrastructure before the exchanging of the digital resources can take place.

Enabling Personalized Interventions (EPI) [7] aims to develop a healthcare platform based upon a secure and trustworthy distributed data infrastructure to create new, actionable, and personalized insights for providers and patients. It benefits from the collaboration of medical professionals, data scientists, ICT-infrastructure experts, and machine learning researchers.

Green Village Data Sharing Platform [8] is a project defined by the Green Village with the cooperation of the ICT innovation department of TUD and SURFsara [9]. It is aimed at providing a reliable and highly available sharing platform to exchange data among different organizations.

The Neutral Logistics Information Platform (NLIP) [10] is a part of the Netherlands’ Logistics Top Sector program, a leading platform promoting data exchange in the transport and logistics sector. One of the projects defined in this context is iSHARE [11]. It is an appointment system for identification, authentication, and authorization to share the logistics data in a safe and controlled fashion. This system can be used by all parties which have activity in the logistics sector. Overall, the NLIP project is trying to facilitate the development of tools and digital standards for accessing and sharing data sources in order to eliminate the barriers of data sharing and reduce the pressure on physical infrastructure.

The Digital Object Architecture (DOA) can be considered an early version of a digital data marketplace [12]. The DOA model is less tightly organized than the DDM: it assumes that individual organizations will offer data objects. These may include documents as well as software, which are registered with a central metadata repository and given a unique identifier. Digital Data Marketplaces include this functionality (possibly implemented in a distributed fashion using a blockchain), but offer more powerful models of collaboration between organizations and data processing. While DOA does assume that operations on data may be performed by a data repository, it does not define how this is done, which restrictions apply, or how individual operations are combined into a distributed workflow.

Virtual organizations are collaborations between organizations in the context of the grid [13]. A virtual organization has access to compute resources, data and software, and makes those available to its members, and is thus similar to a DDM. However, virtual organizations are complex to manage, and proper isolation of users and organizations is difficult to achieve on typical grid infrastructure [14]. The latter issue is now routinely solved using virtualization technologies, and we believe that the use of semantic technologies will help deal with the complexity inherent in large-scale collaborations in limited-trust environments.

Although all the mentioned works explore different methods of providing the sharing platform, in this paper, we specifically concentrate on increasing security and trust in the network by introducing a semantic model to describe the policies in the sharing platform. This substantially makes the collaboration of different parties more efficient.

III. DIGITAL DATA MARKETPLACE SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Digital data sharing and digital collaboration in a DDM rely on the sharing policies and agreements between parties.
Ensuring the implementation of these agreements and policies introduces the need for representing an efficient and secure data sharing system in a DDM. The DDM sharing system architecture offered in this paper is shown in Fig. 2. By construction, it relies on four components: 1) Application; 2) Archetypes; 3) Matching Module; and, 4) Container-based Infrastructure. In the following, we describe each of these components.

**Application** Two kinds of digital resources can be shared in the proposed DDM system.
- Digital Algorithm: A program that operates on data.
- Digital Data, including:
  * Input Data: Input data of the algorithm.
  * Output Data: Result of executing the algorithm.

We consider an application as a set of computational processes in which the operation that the algorithm performs on the input data and the generation of the output is defined. Fig. 3 shows an application encompassing two different computational processes. Here the output of computational process 1 is used as an input for computational process 2.

**Archetype** A scenario that determines the permitted transmissions of the shared digital resources. Fig. 4 depicts a simple archetype. It shows the transmission of the input data from $KLM$ organization to location trusted, and the transmission of the algorithm from $Airfrance$ organization to location trusted is allowed. Also, the output is allowed to be transferred to $Airfrance$. Any other transformation of data and algorithm is denied.

**Matching Module** As shown in Fig. 2, the matching module automatically verifies whether the requested application is matched with one of the available archetypes in the DDM system or not. Let’s consider a scenario in which a user from a specific organization has a request based on application in Fig. 3. If this request matches with one of the available archetypes in the contract, the system will set up the infrastructure based on the archetype and starts performing the request. Otherwise, the request will be rejected.

**Container-based Network Infrastructure** The platform that provides the connection among different parties. Several infrastructure architectures are possible. We expect that infrastructures based on the use of Linux containers will prove the most flexible. Network implementation of the infrastructure is out of the scope of this paper.

IV. SEMANTIC MODEL

In this section, we describe the guiding principles of the semantic model, the Open Digital Rights Language (ODRL) ontology and the extensions needed.

The main goal of our model is to describe how digital resources can be transferred and/or shared among different parties in a DDM.

A. Model requirement

In DDMs, contracts are defined between parties in order to regulate the flow of resources (e.g., algorithms, data) among their infrastructures. For instance, party A might want to share its data in the DDM but does not want it to leave its premises. If party B wants to run its algorithm on A’s data, it can send its algorithm to A, and, after execution, A will send the results back to B. Of course, A has to trust that B’s algorithm is not actually copying the data and B has to trust that A will not copy its algorithm and will return the proper results. In this paper, we assume that parties taking part in a DDM do trust each other and that proper measures have been put in place to make sure trust is not misplaced.

We need a simple language to describe how resources can be shared and used by different parties. ODRL is a W3C recommendation language designed to model permissions, obligations, and prohibitions regarding digital resources. Through these rules, the model allows describing the terms of use and reuse of digital content. This model shares many similarities with our requirements, and we needed only a few
extensions to customize it for our needs. In the next subsection we introduce the ODRL information model\(^2\) and, later, we illustrate the extensions we propose.

\section*{B. ODRL Information Model}

The ODRL information model allows for a flexible description of policies, by modeling what is allowed and what is not, as well as other terms, requirements, and parties involved. The classes from the ODRL information model that we use are:

- \textit{Asset}: a digital resource, e.g., data, and algorithms.
  - \textit{AssetCollection} (sub-class of \textit{Asset}): a group of Assets with common characteristics. This is used to describe categories of assets. Note that ODRL allows both extensional and intensional definitions of AssetCollections.
- \textit{Action}: an activity performed on an Asset. This is used to describe how the Assets could be shared in the DDM.
- \textit{Rule}: description of an action to be performed over an Asset.
  - \textit{Permission} (sub-class of \textit{Rule}): a description about what is allowed to do with an Asset.
  - \textit{Duty} (sub-class of \textit{Rule}): a description of an action a party is obliged to perform with an Asset.
- \textit{Party}: entities which assume roles in a rule. A party is a member of the DDM, which approved the Agreement.
  - \textit{PartyCollection} (sub-class of \textit{Party}): a group of parties with common characteristics (e.g., employees of the same company).
- \textit{Constraint}: Refinement of an Action, a Rule, and a Party/Asset collection. This is used, for instance, to refine the movement of an asset to a specific digital location.
- \textit{Policy}: a group of rules. Policies are defined by means of rules about the usage of digital resources (i.e., assets).
  - \textit{Agreement} (sub-class of \textit{Policy}): granting of Rules from assigner to assignee parties. This class is used to describe the contract signed by the parties in the DDM.

\section*{C. SecConNet semantic model}

In Fig. 8, we present an example of a policy, representing the archetype described in Fig. 4. The figure is divided into three main boxes, from top to bottom: Algorithm, Input, and Output. In every box, we can see the Asset description on the left (the Asset Collection box). Asset Collections are used to group together assets which share the same rule set. In particular, given the fact that contracts in DDMs define how assets can be used by the parties and that there could possibly be an unlimited number of parties, with an unlimited number of assets to share, it would be rather inconvenient to define rules for every asset in the DDM. To overcome this issue, we propose to define categories of assets, i.e. Asset Collections, hence a party needs only to declare which category its assets belong to. Every box includes also the description of the actions allowed on that specific asset. Most of these actions are described by a rule of the type permission. In the Output box, there is a rule of the type duty. This rule describes the fact that the output generated by the algorithm has to be moved to location \textit{AirFrance}.

Data in DDMs is shared for use as input to other parties’ algorithms. While the concept of output (defined as the asset which is created from the output of an action, see Output box in Fig. 8) is included in ODRL, the concept of input is missing. When the target of action is an algorithm and the action is “execute”, we have no way to define the data used as input. So, we extend the ODRL model by adding the “input” property, as we show in Fig. 8 in the input box.

In the SecConNet semantic model, we also use other models, such as the PROV Ontology (PROV-O)\(^3\) to describe and record every action performed in the DDM, FOAF\(^4\) to describe parties, and the Data Catalog Vocabulary (DCAT)\(^5\) to describe datasets. However, these models are not included in Fig. 8, as the focus of this paper is on the modeling of the policy.

\section*{V. Matching module}

The matching module’s main goal is to allow for automatic management of user requests. In the DDM, users can submit requests to use specific datasets or algorithms, specifying the location of execution. When sending an application, users have to specify:

- the dataset they want to use;
- the algorithm they want to use;
- the location where the results of the application have to be sent.

Finally, using SPARQL queries, the matching module will verify whether the request is doable and approve or reject it.

While the main goal of the matching model is to verify the applicability of the request, it can be easily extended and used to guide the user in the submission of the request. For instance, considering the user’s credentials, only the datasets that the user is allowed to use will be listed. Once the dataset is selected, only allowed locations will be shown, and so on, until all the fields will be filled in.

We illustrate the behavior of the matching module with the following example.

\subsection*{A. Example}

We show the functioning of the matching module by testing the applicability of the archetype described in Fig. 4. As a contract defining the DDM, we use the one described in Fig. 8. The application request consists of:

- use a \textit{KLM} dataset (Data1);
- use an \textit{Airfrance} algorithm (Algorithm1);
- \textit{trusted} is the location of execution;

\footnotesize\(^2\)https://www.w3.org/TR/odrl-model/\(^3\)https://www.w3.org/TR/prov-o/\(^4\)http://xmlns.com/foaf/spec/\(^5\)https://www.w3.org/TR/vocab-dcat/
The results need to be sent to Airfrance.

With the help of Alg 1, we guide the reader through the steps the module performs. The first step is to verify where the dataset and the algorithm to be used in the application are located (see Alg 1 line 8). In Fig. 5, we show the SPARQL queries to find the location of Algorithm1 and Data1. Location of all the assets in the DDM is recorded using the property PROV:atLocation. In case the assets are not in the requested execution location, we need to verify whether they could be moved (see Alg 1 line 3). In Fig. 6, we show the SPARQL queries to verify whether the assets can be moved to the requested location of execution, after being copied.

Alg 1: Matching Algorithm

Input: Algorithm1, Data1, Execution Location, Output Location

Function moveAllowed(Asset, Location)

If location(Asset) ≠ Location then
  Return whether Asset may be moved to Location
End

Return (True)

Output1 = outputOf(Algorithm1, Data1);

If moveAllowed(Algorithm1, Execution Location) and moveAllowed(Data1, Execution Location) and moveAllowed(Output1, Output Location) then
  Accept the Request;
Else
  Reject the Request;
End

The last step for completing the matching is to verify whether the results could be moved to the location Airfrance (see Alg 1 line 7-8). In Fig. 7 we show the SPARQL query to verify whether Algorithm1 can be executed in location trusted with input Data1 and if the results could be moved to location Airfrance.

VI. DISCUSSION

The example presented in section V-A shows how we use the semantic model of a policy to perform an automatic matching of the application request with the rules of the DDM.

Mello et al. [15] provides three requirements for infrastructures for sharing clinical trial data: 1) the system must provide sufficiently broad access, 2) it must ensure accountability of all parties involved, 3) and it must be practicable. As both commercial and privacy aspects play a role for clinical trial data, we believe that their criteria apply more broadly, and provide a good reference to measure our approach against.

Access to the DDM is in practice mostly a matter of trust and economic concerns, and less of a technical issue. However, a system that can accommodate complicated requirements with respect to access to and use of data and algorithms will arguably allow more parties to participate. ODRL is a powerful right description language, and the use of semantic technology makes it easy to extend the ontology if needed. It is flexible enough to be extended to support different types of policies when it is necessary.

From a technical perspective, a DDM consists of users, data and algorithm providers, and infrastructure providers. To ensure accountability of users, requests need to be matched against the archetypes specified in the contracts as demonstrated above. Some improvement can still be made in describing data sets and algorithms, however. Algorithms (or specifically implementations) will have to be audited by a human auditor, as automatic software verification is unlikely to be feasible in daily practice. The system should provide digital signature verification to support this however, as demonstrated before by Cushing et al. [16]. The semantic description can also be used as a machine-readable base for auditing network configuration and performance, in order to ensure accountability of the infrastructure providers. Complex constraints can be verified by querying or theorem proving. Finally, provenance recording can be done for after-the-fact auditing, as well as
for reproducibility in a scientific context.

With respect to practicality, automatic request validation as demonstrated here is a necessity for providing a timely response to user requests. The present implementation could be improved upon by support for more archetypes (as in [16]) and more complex workflows, and by leaving more of the details of where and how to execute to the system, rather than the user. This needs more advanced algorithms for matching and scheduling, however, which we plan to develop. From the system administration perspective, RDF’s flexibility allows putting fewer constraints on users. Our approach allows for the translation of a simple human-understandable concept like the archetype presented in Fig. 4, into a machine-understandable concept like the model presented in Fig. 8, removing the burden of the translation from the system’s administrator.

VII. RELATED WORK

One of the first work in semantic policy management is proposed by Uszok et al. in [17]. KAOS is composed of two core ontologies: the actor ontology, which describes people and software subjects of an action, and the action ontology, which provides support for describing actions and related context. There are four types of policies: positive or negative authorization and positive or negative obligations. This model seems to be no more in use.

The Legal Knowledge Interchange Format (LKIF) presented by Hoekstra et al. [18] includes a legal core ontology and a legal rule language that can be used to deploy comprehensive legal knowledge management solutions. This model lacks proper representation of the temporal aspects. Gandon et al. present in [19] an extension of LegalRuleML [20] for deontic reasoning on normative requirements and rules. LegalRuleML is a rule interchange language proposed by OASIS, based on RuleML (Rule Markup Language). RuleML is a unifying system of families of languages for Web rules specified through schema languages for Web documents and data. These models allow for very specific logic reasoning, which is not required by our model. We prefer to keep the modeling lighter, to allow for more flexibility.

XACML (eXtensible Access Control Markup Language) [21], is an OASIS industry standard language for access control requests and policies. It provides a common ground regarding terminology and workflow between multiple vendors building implementations of access control using XACML and interoperability between the implementations. This model is a general policy language model, while ORDL focuses on modeling digital rights over assets [22].

L4LOD is a lightweight vocabulary for expressing licensing terms in Linked Open Data [23]. Its aim is to provide the means to represent existing licensing models in RDF. However, we are using ODRL which already provides support for RDF representation of the contracts.

Palmirani et al. [24] introduce one of the first GDPR inspired ontologies integrated with deontic logic model, called PrOnto. PrOnto allows for privacy and data protection regulation in order to define the legal concepts in legal frameworks and the relationships among them. In the context of medical data privacy, Li and Samavi propose Data Sharing Agreement Privacy Ontology (DSAP) [25]. This ontology is specific for the medical domain, and it is not widely applicable. Our work focuses on sharing datasets, and these models do not allow for modeling the business aspects, e.g. sharing data.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we present a semantic model to represent DDM policies, instrumenting an example of data sharing in the business domain. In general, data sharing is a key topic in the eScience community. Data sharing has the potential to benefit any party involved in the process and our framework can be used as an open data sharing platform in any sector.

For instance, in the hospitality domain, sharing data could be used to measure the penetration of Airbnb, and help municipalities to regulate better the phenomenon [26]. A sharing data platform which guarantees controlled access to the data as ours could be of great help to this objective.

As future work, we aim at extending the model to cover more complex workflows and policies and study the necessity of extending the ontology. Additionally, we will implement all the security steps mentioned in section VI: mainly security for users’ access to the DDM, and put in place a procedure to make datasets and algorithms available in the DDM reliable. Moreover, we will complete the matching algorithm to be sure that it can deal with all of the possible policies.
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Fig. 8. An example of a policy. The figure translates the archetype shown in Fig. 4 into our semantic model.